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About This Game

Worst Case Z is a first-person survival horror game.

Story:

Worst Case Z is a first-person survival horror game, in which you take a role of security worker in a nuclear power plant in the
middle of a city. After a meltdown and a huge explosion in one of the reactors during the night shift, you are under shock. As if
that were not enough, the radiation caused unexpected mutations in the genetic material of many people. This is the beginning

of a fight between life and death, and there is a mystery to unravel.

Gameplay:

The player has the main task to leave the nuclear power plant. But there are a lot of things to do. First you have to find some
important objects. You will need a gas mask, a geiger counter and other things. You will also be pursued by mutated Zombies

that will hunt you all the way through the power plant. Unfortunately, you are only a security worker with no experience in
fighting. So there will be situations when escape is the only option for survival. Another problem is that you have only one

contact person, a german guy from the Office for Emergencies.

Features:

 A pure survival horror experience
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 Scary and schocking moments

 Dark, creepy atmosphere with different light effects

 A capturing soundtrack to underline the dangerous atmosphere

 Mysterious sound effects

The graphics were not made to be realistic.
The game has it's own old school graphic style, it's own kind of atmosphere.

FPS: Logged at 60 Frames per second.

Available screen resolutions:

1280x1024, 1280x800, 1280x720
1400x1050, 1440x900
1600x1200, 1680x1050
1920x1200, 1920x1080

+Video Gamma regulation and FOV settings

Additional graphic effects:
SSAO, Bloom, Atmospheric lighting and shadows

Warning:
This game contains: Blood and Gore, Violence.

PS.: Only the best will survive. Feel free to scream whenever you want.
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Title: Worst Case Z
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
BME Digital Studios
Publisher:
BME Digital Studios
Release Date: 15 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,German
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It's like.. not really as good as the first one, and the art style is ♥♥♥♥in' gross

Also they released this like so ♥♥♥♥ing quickly after the previous one, why can't you just build upon what you already have
rather than making people purchase another game. Who doesn't like skulls and flames?. No strategic depth. Everything is done
by magical mana.
The AI dies of attrition IN PEACETIME.

I love Paradox and it hurts, but this game is rubbish at the moment.. Gravel runs smooth and looks great. The damage mechanics
are decent, the cars are plentiful and some cars unseen before in games like DiRT, and the tracks well designed. You can adjust
all aspects of your car, the visual details are intricate, and they even have the cockpit camera.

This is literally what you would get if Forza Horizon and DiRT had a baby.. I would recommend you buy this but only if it is on
sale. Engine looks pretty sharp but sounds are recycled and terrible.. Maybe one of the Bets paint DLC for ETS\u00b2 .... Much
Paints and all are awesome, nicely made and original. All of them fit perfectly with all Trucks :) Don't forget this one if you are
a Fantasy Paint lover ;). The simplistic concepts are fun in the beginning, but there are two problems. There is little content, and
a large part of the content is ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t physics balancing acts where you have to be close to perfect to properly complete
the course. The second set of levels is the worst in this regard.

It could be great with a few fixes, like locking the sleds to the character upon landing on them, but as it stands I can not
recommend it.. Just dull and tedious - even ten minutes is enough to realise that game play is poor. Graphics are jerky (even on
an i7 with a DX11 graphics card and the graphics settings on medium). Voice acting is dull and annoying. Game play is almost
non existant.

Just don't bother an either save your money or get something else (DoW2 if you haven't already got that)
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A game surprising similar to two just released in the last week, so probably the same engine. Appears to be a phone port, since
basic PC operation, like using a mouse, aren't supported. The gameplay seems to be simplistic, and based on my time with the
game, there didn't seem to be a whole lot happening. But perhaps with more time, the game might make more sense. This game
didn't win me over.

But make up your own mind with the gameplay https:\/\/youtu.be\/WHuzFxuSVcg. This game is great. I took me a few different
tries to really get into it, but now I'm hooked.
I went from Battlefield, to PUBG, to Siege, and now Squad is my game of choice.
It has some of the most realistic weapon sounds I've ever heard in a game. The realism is incredible and I only wish there were
more games like Squad.
If you like shooters and want more realism than COD or Overwatch, pick up Squad when a sale brings it into your budget.
You could also checkout YouTubers who play Squad, such as Karmakut and OperatorDrewski.. I can be the virtual wizard I
have always pretended to be!. more like rear impact hehehe. Got an Achievment 10/10

Serously though dont know what the ♥♥♥♥ to do. dont like it. Never dull and seldom panicky, immersion is great. The game
design, UI, minigames, and player objective tracking are all highly polished. 16 hours to beat it, every minute of it is fun. Very
replayable, play differently, build big or speed run it. You might want to copy your saved game before your first boss fight... it's
high stakes, and can be impossible if you didn't hear what to do and can't figure it out on the fly.

I just got contaminated by radiation on an away mission, and as I was flying 11m/s back to the medical bay I puked on my visor
(in game!) and had my vision going tunnel vision (in game!) while health declined. 11/10 for such special effects!!. This DLC is
really coll. Played outside steam so low time, but extremely reccomended.
I just let it run for 15 minutes so I could come write this review when I normally dont post reviews. Play it.. Guys this game is
completely online and there are no player on steam. If you buy it you can just practice on your own. There is even no single
player mode !. A sequel to the first Legend Of Dark Witch game,sporting the same impressive pixel art,adorable character
design and rewarding upgrade and character progression system and scalable difficulty to make the game enjoyable for
everyone.
Everything is polished to a mirror shine and there are a ton of levels and bosses,if you like Megaman style games,you'll love this
one.
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